THE SCOPE AND NATURE OF URBAN RESEARCH IN AUSTRALIA
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Wesen und Grenzen der stadtgeographischen Forschung in Australien.

Zusammenfassung: Der folgende Aufsatz berichtet von dem verschiedenartigen Schrifttum über australische Städte und versucht zu erklären, warum die stadtgeographische Forschung in diesem Kontinent — gemessen an der anderer Länder, z. B. der europäischen Staaten und der USA — verhältnismäßig stark vernachlässigt wurde.


Die stadtgeographischen Arbeiten über australische Städte lassen sich in 2 Gruppen einteilen: 1. beschreibende Arbeiten zur Stadtentwicklung, Stadtmorphologie und der städtischen Funktionen, 2. analytische Untersuchungen, die sich grundsätzlich mit den Problemen der standörtlichen Einwirkungen und der funktionalen Aufgaben der Hauptstädte (der Bundesstaaten) besonders auch Syndics aus einander setzen.

Das Fehlen einer umfangreichen stadtgeographischen Literatur schien auf 2 Ursachen zu beruhen: 1. die wenigen wissenschaftlich tätigen Geographen sehen sich der großen Aufgabe gegenüber, das Gesamtgebiet der Geographie eines ganzen Kontinents zu bewältigen, 2. der Beschaffenheit des Kontinents selbst hat die geographische Forschung mehr auf physische und wirtschaftliche als Sozialprobleme hingelinkt.
of town and city life\(^9\)), and of course the detailed reports of several town planning bodies have also been published\(^7\).

Incidental reference to some towns and cities is made in some geographical texts on Australia or its parts, and specifically urban geographical studies of Sydney, Adelaide, Canberra and Urandangi have been fitted by *Griffith Taylor* into the framework of his general survey\(^8\), but only about a score of articles relating wholly to Australian urban geography have appeared in geographical periodicals. In a few instances also, urban matters have been discussed by economists and historians in their respective professional journals: thus, *Colin Clark* has concerned himself with some broad economic and statistical aspects of urbanism in the continent\(^8\), and local historians have written up the history of individual towns\(^10\).

Of these, we consider only the geographical writings, and *Clark*’s theoretical approach to the question of urban location in Queensland: many are purely descriptive and need only a side-glance because they do not contribute more than a few facts, but the minority with a more generally analytical approach have a more satisfying leavening of geographical ideas.

The descriptive studies relate principally to the evolution of individual towns or cities and to their urban morphology and function: thus, among the latter we have *Zierer*’s studies of Brisbane, Newcastle, Melbourne, Sydney, Broken Hill\(^11\) and *Rowe*’s examination of the form and function of the rural town of Murwillumbah\(^12\); in the former, the origins of Canberra as a capital, and the evolution of mining centres (Byng, Broken Hill) and ports (Port Kembla, Whyalla, Brisbane) are traced by various writers\(^13\). Some of them besides being brief give only a thin treatment of their chosen topics, and others like *Zierer*’s (written after a lightning-like reconnaissance) very obviously indicate that the centres have not been studied in detail, at least in the field.

The analytical studies are concerned specifically with the question of the location of urban settlements, and with considerations of the functional layout of Sydney.

*Andrews*\(^14\), in his analysis of the settlement net and regional factor in New South Wales, set out to establish the reality and significance of the *settlement structure* or ‘net’ as a complementary concept to that of a *settlement series*, established by *Ahlmann* in his study of settlements in Calabria\(^15\). Unlike *Ahlmann*, who studied settlements in terms of their evolution, *Andrews* was more concerned with the morphological characteristics of settlement, and by means of some brief comparative studies of the groupings and the internal structure of settlements in New South Wales (Lower Hunter Valley, Lachlan Valley, Monoaro, Tweed Valley), he came to conclude that:

1. various types of agglomeration in the rural population can be related to regional characteristics of population, and
2. the nature of continual adjustments of the settlement net to regional activities, is highly significant and worthy of close study.

*Andrews* suggested the use of form and function as suitable criteria for distinguishing different kinds of agglomerations in Australia, and to illustrate this he demonstrated the hubbed agglomeration of a town (Cowra), and four kinds of suburban agglomerations which are either cored or nucleated, regular or irregular in pattern, and either markedly residential or non-residential.

*Clark*, in his evidence presented to the Royal Commission on Pastoral Lands in Queensland (1925), theorised on the sizes and distribution of townsships

---


\(^10\) Such as those of Cumberland County Council for Sydney, *The Metropolitan Board of Works for Melbourne and the Metropolitan Planning Committee for Hobart*.


\(^12\) *C. M. Zierer*, ‘Brisbane — River Metropolis of Queensland’, Econ. Geogr., Vol. 17, 1941, pp. 327—45.


necessary for the effective distribution of population in rural areas 16). He argued that townships must play an important part in attracting the right type of permanent settlers to rural areas by providing facilities for the bringing up of families, and as a corollary, that holdings must be sufficiently small and compact so that each family can live in or be reasonably close to a township of sufficient size to give facilities for shopping, education or social life.

Wills examined the character of the rural-urban fringe of Sydney and observed changes which had taken place in its agricultural usage 17). From his evidence of changes in land use since 1910, he concluded that Sydney in common with other metropolis cities provides excellent examples of a rapidly changing urban fringe, one which is being pushed out unevenly into the surrounding countryside. He claimed that the rural-urban fringe passes through a life cycle — one which has reached a penultimate phase in the industrial invasion of the Botany-Mascot district, which till recently was a flourishing centre of small market gardens.

In a paper on Sydney (1932) 18), Holmes described the regional spread of activities in the metropolis, and drew attention to the harbour and the local environment generally as important factors affecting the life of the city and its development as a centralised outlet for the State. Later (1947) 19), he studied the geographical distribution of factories in Sydney and its suburbs by mapping the distribution of twelve classes of factories in order to show how their composite pattern compares with the built-up areas and the shopping areas of the metropolis, also by examining the factors which have contributed to the existing factory distribution in the area. He concluded that though there is a grave need for the re-distribution of the factories in Sydney and its suburbs any such re-distribution should be the task of a metropolitan co-ordinating council, capable of re-organising many functional details to component suburban councils.

Other aspects of the geography of Sydney have been studied in two papers by Robinson: one traces the relations between the city and its region in the early phases of its development 20) and the other compares the functional layout of the city proper in 1820 and 1950 21).

In the latter, he advanced empirically the thesis that though Sydney had unconventional beginnings it has evolved into a purely conventional city, also that by 1820 when this process had hardly begun the town already possessed the ingredients for its transformation into a metropolis.

In a paper relating primarily to some geographical considerations of local government in New South Wales King 22) has drawn attention to the confusions arising from the existing use of urban nomenclature in Australia and has discussed some legal aspects of towns which are significant for the urban geographer as well as the processes by means of which towns may be established in this State. Elsewhere 23), he described the evolution, morphology and function of Canberra and Queanbeyan, and examined the unique kind of urban mutualism which has been developed between them.

More recently, Scott 24) has studied Hobart in order to demonstrate that it is an urban centre in a phase of transition from a town to a city, claimed earlier by Dickinson 25) as being characteristic of centres between the population range of about 50,000 and 100,000. After tracing the evolution of Hobart's functions and functional topography, Scott surveyed the present

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average size of farm for three men (acres)</th>
<th>Average distance between townships (miles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

patterns and the degree of segregation in the city's core by mapping the distribution of its functional buildings (retail shops, offices, public buildings, residences, transport buildings, warehouses and industrial buildings), both horizontally and vertically. Though he found evidence of increasing functional segregation in both directions, he concluded that Central Hobart has not yet reached the degree of functional articulation consistent with that of a metropolis, and he opined that its transition from a town to a metropolis is likely to be protected.

From all this, it may be seen that the geographical literature on the Australian town is not extensive, and in only a comparatively few instances is based on really close and detailed investigation of urban centres. Moreover, the neglect of this important branch of the continent's social geography is demonstrated further by the fact that in more than 80 articles on Australian geography in the 41 issues of The Australian Geographer, from 1929 to date, 41 have had an economic geographical bias (relating mainly to agriculture, less often to industry), 31 relate to some aspect, or aspects, of physical geography, but only 12 (some of which are short articles not much more than notes) deal directly with towns. Furthermore, in the few urban studies which have been made, geographers have limited their field of enquiry principally to the State capitals: though several papers have been published on Canberra\(^2\) and on a couple of ports and mining centres, the geography of the rural town has been largely ignored.

**Reasons for the Neglect of Urban Geographical Research**

Two factors dominate all others in accounting for the impoverished state of the knowledge of Australian urban geography: first, the paucity of practising geographers (about 30 in all) confronted with the task of studying all aspects of the geography of the whole continent, an area of about three million square miles\(^3\); secondly, the particular nature of the Australian environment which has had the effect of channelling geographical research primarily into its physical and economic rather than social spheres.

In the natural order of things it was logical for geographers to begin their research on Australia by examining and describing its physical character, if only because the earth itself is the primary and funda
damental fact in their discipline. After this, it was equally logical for them too consider the effects of that geographical environment on the Australian people and their way of life, namely by exploring the continent's economic and social geography and other branches of human geography.

On the whole it may be said that geographical enquiry in Australia has evolved along these lines, but in the second phase the study of social geography has not been developed to the extent that might reasonably have been expected, largely because the subject as a whole has progressed only slowly owing to its claims as an important discipline having been tardily recognised in the continent. In addition, however, some acute and serious problems of economic development caused by the Australian environment resulted naturally in geographers giving greater emphasis to their study of economic rather than social geography. Moreover, relative to its comparatively few enquirers the field of Australian geography is vast and almost unsurveyed with the result that many geographers still feel that the solution of national problems demands priority of study being given to the physical and economic aspects of Australia's geography.

Though the teaching emphasis in Australian Universities still is on physical, regional and economic geography, and though the workers in social geography are still few, nevertheless studies of towns and of other aspects of this latter field are becoming more numerous. These, and a growing number of papers on historical geography, suggest that the large research opportunities along these lines are about to be tapped to a far greater extent than has been the case in the past.

**DAS HANDBUCH DER NATURRAUMLICHEN GLIEDERUNG DEUTSCHLANDS**

*Ernst Winkler*


Das Buch will, wie angedeutet, „weder eine Landeskunde noch eine Landschaftskunde sein. Das klar be grenzte Anliegen ist, Deutschland nach den Unter-

\(^{2}\) Specially in *H. L. White* (ed.) 'Canberra, A Nation's Capital', (ANZAAS, Canberra), Sydney, 1954. In addition to the books and geographical papers mentioned, many parliamentary reports and papers also relate to it, and many aspects of its history and its plan have been discussed widely in historical and town planning journals.

\(^{3}\) This number is made up largely of academic geographers in the Australian universities though it also includes a few other professional geographers in State government departments and the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation. By contrast, as recently as 1946 there were only 17 academic geographers in Australia (one professor, 2 senior lecturers, 2 lecturers, 2 teaching fellows, 2 assistants, 2 demonstrators and 6 part-time lecturers).